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History

**LEGAL FRAMEWORK**

- **1997** Library law legal deposit copy of a resource published online
- Law on Libraries and Library Activities, February 2019

**CATALOGUING**

- Library 1998 started cataloging web resources only be accessed via their original homepage. Loss of many valuable web sites.

**HAW**

- Croatian Web Archive is running as a service since January 2004.
Selective archiving approach

**SELECTION CRITERIA**

General and specific selection criteria for cataloguing and archiving of web resources

**CATALOGUING**

Full bibliographic description using format MARC 21. Interaction between ILS and the archiving system.

**ACCESS METHOD**

All archived content is publicly available and can be searched and browsed in several ways: HAW’s website & Library catalogue.
Selective approach

quality assurance & special care

**TOOLS**

Tools provide good quality assurance additional tools to help system librarians

**QUALITY ASSURANCE**

Archiving system is assessed individually - a web curator (librarian) manually sets parameters high quality of archived copies

**URN:NBN**

Since 2019 URN:NBN is assigned to the title level and a single archived copy

**NEWS MEDIA**

Special care for local, regional, national news media which exists online only
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

- 2011 periodically harvests websites related to topics and events of national importance
- 10 thematic collections
Growth .hr over the years
Growth of HAW over the years
WHAT'S NEXT?

NEW WEB
- full-text search of all TLD harvestings

HARVESTING SOCIAL NETWORKS (TWITTER)
New web design
Thank you!

haw.nsk.hr

IIPC GENERAL ASSEMBLY 5 JUNE 2019
WEB ARCHIVING CONFERENCE 6 & 7 JUNE 2019
Zagreb, Croatia